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Abstract. This paper first summarizes a number of find-
ings in human reading of handwriting. A method is pro-
posed to uncover more detailed information about geo-
metrical features which human readers use in the read-
ing of Western script. The results of an earlier exper-
iment on the use of ascender/descender features were
used for a second experiment aimed at more detailed
features within words. A convenient experimental setup
was developed, based on image enhancement by local
mouse clicks under time pressure. The readers had to
develop a cost-effective strategy to identify the letters
in the word. Results revealed a left-to-right strategy in
time, however, with extra attention to the initial, left-
most parts and the final, rightmost parts of words in a
range of word lengths. The results confirm high hit rates
on ascenders, descenders, crossings and points of high
curvature in the handwriting pattern.
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1 Introduction

In the development of automatic recognizers of cursive
handwriting it is useful to know what geometric features
of script humans use in the reading process. However,
the vast majority of studies in human reading is directed
at the reading of machine-print characters. The human
reading of machine-print letters is usually not influenced
in a clear way [1] by the presence of ascenders and de-
scenders1 as is often assumed. The strongest argument
comes from so-called case-mixing experiments [2] where
human readers are presented with alternating patterns of
upper-case and lower-case letters in words. This manipu-
lation slows down the reading process without a clear de-

1 Ascenders are defined as letters with large vertical strokes
extending well above the corpus, or ’x’ size. Descenders are
defined as letters containing large vertical strokes extending
well below the base line of handwriting.

teriorating effect on reading accuracy. Most of these ex-
periments are aimed at elucidating the question whether
holistic word-based features are used in human reading,
as opposed to an early segmentation into letters and
the subsequent use of intra-letter features for classifica-
tion. However, early research already indicates that there
may be fundamental differences between the reading of
machine print and handwriting [3]. Most psycholinguist
models of the reading of machine-printed words assume a
form of parallel processing, in which the features of indi-
vidual letters are simultaneously used to activate words
in a lexicon [4]. It should be noted that in machine print,
the individual letters are easily segmented from the back-
ground, and all letter features are sufficiently clear such
that the presence of an ascender or descender may not
provide an inherently outstanding source of information
as compared to other salient features present in a let-
ter (closed areas, sharp endings, crossings). The human
reading process of cursive script may be different in this
respect. Here, the presence of ascenders and descenders
does appear to enhance human recognition of isolated
handwritten words [5]. Figure 1 shows the effects of word
contour features on the human reading speed (reaction
time) and error rate. The word contours were either (1)
flat, or (2) consisted of a common pattern of ascenders
and descenders in a large and representative text corpus,
or (3) consisted of a unique (low-frequent) pattern of as-
cenders and descenders. Words (n=240) were presented
to the readers (N=32) on a CRT screen using a machine
font or cursive handwritten version, and were rendered
in a sharp or Gaussian-blurred version.

Figure 1a shows that the reaction time goes up (i.e.,
reading speed goes down) in cursive-written words which
have no ascenders or descenders (condition ’flat’) but the
reaction time is hardly affected by the word contour in
machine-printed words. Blurring has a general deceler-
ating effect on reading speed for both script types. As
regards recognition accuracy (Figure 1b), it can be ob-
served that sharply rendered cursive words with a flat
contour are recognized less accurately than a machine-
print font. When the word image is blurred, the cursive
words with common or flat contours suffer most from
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Fig. 1. Effects of word contour information on human read-
ing performance in four types of word patterns: machine
font (sharp vs blurred) and cursive handwriting (sharp vs
blurred). Contour condition were: ’Common’, i.e. a frequently
occurring pattern of ascenders and descenders; ’Unique’, i.e.,
an uncommon word contour, and ’Flat’, i.e., a word contour
without ascenders and descenders. Reaction time is given in
milliseconds (a). The blurring of words slows down the read-
ing of words in general. Flat cursive words (i.e., without as-
cenders and descenders) are read significantly slower than
words which are rendered in a machine font. The word recog-
nition error rate (b) in percents of cursive script is unaffected
by blurring if the word shape is ’Unique’ in a word corpus,
whereas reading of common and flat cursive words is deteri-
orated by blurring in comparison to clearly rendered script.
Recognition rate of machine font is not affected by the blur-
ring.

this degradation, whereas in cursive words with an infre-
quently occurring ascender/descender pattern the word
recognition error rate is unaffected by the blurring: Note
the error minimum for condition ’unique’ in blurred cur-
sive words. Blurring of machine font had no effect on ac-
curacy, the curves are virtually overlapping in Figure 1b.

As a sequel to this study, we are currently exploring
ways to determine the cursive script features used by
humans in a more detailed way. In other studies, this
has been done by manipulating the stimulus material,
e.g., by masking parts of the text image with a pattern
or by leaving out parts (rectangles) of the bitmap [6,7]
(Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Masking is done by making a rectangle of the bitmap
black, such that a block-shaped part of the letter ’A’ cannot
be seen anymore.

Since it is not known in advance where the features
are located, these masks will usually only partly overlap
the ’actual’ features used by the human reader. Another
well-known method in reading research is the masking
of words using random-pixel patterns. Mostly this af-
fects whole words [8]. The disadvantage of such masking
methods is that they severely influence the perceptual
process.

In this study, a method is presented which allows the
reader to indicate points of interest in the deciphering
of handwriting patterns. Clicking with the mouse on a
point in the image will trigger a local convolution of the
image with a bell-shape kernel, enhancing the intensity
of a handwritten trace, if present within the range of
the convolution kernel. Consequently, there is no pre-
imposed shape manipulation of the handwriting trace,
other than its luminance on a CRT screen. The proposed
process can be seen as a slow version of the normal per-
ceptual process, in which visual information is processed
during brief eye fixations, with fast saccadic eye move-
ments between fixations.

In this paper, however, no strong claims are made
concerning the actual neuro-perceptual process. The pur-
pose of the method is to find out by which strategy an
experienced human reading agent will solve the prob-
lem of feature extraction. The method is hypothesized
to mimick the usually unobservable process of localized
feature extraction in human reading by means of the ex-
ternalized and observable ’mouse-clicking’ behavior and
can be viewed as a metaphor for a selective attention
process. The advantage of this method over other poten-
tial approaches such as eye-movement recordings is its
convenience. Although the recording of eye movement
may seem a more natural approach, the goal of the ex-
periment (detecting individual letter features) requires
very large word patterns to be presented on screen, much
larger than is the case in normal reading. In normal read-
ing, the eye fixations cover syllables and whole words.
Since the proposed method is slower than eye tracking,
a time-pressure constraint is added to prevent elaborate
cognitive reasoning from influencing the early perceptual
process which is the actual focus of this study.

As a first test, the aim is to corroborate the findings
from an earlier study [5] on the influence of the word
contour on reading cursive. Predictions are that subjects
will click frequently on the extremities in ascenders and
descenders. The ultimate goal is to identify - for all let-
ters in the alphabet - the zones of interest in human
reading, thereby uncovering essential features in cursive
script. It is also expected that the method reveals aspects
of feature extraction as well as uncovering reading and
segmentation strategies. For instance, many algorithms
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in handwriting recognition assume a strict left-to-right
processing order, either in space or in time (or in both).
From human reading studies, it is also known that final
letters in a word may have an advantage to be recognized
more easily [9]. It would be interesting to know to what
extent the measured reading strategies will corroborate
such assumptions and findings.

2 Method

Thirty-five subjects took part in the experiment. A data
collection of 210 cursively handwritten words from dif-
ferent writers was divided in five data sets of 42 words.
This set size was used to reduce fatigue effects. Such a
data set was presented to seven different subjects, i.e.,
there were five groups of seven readers each. The subjects
were seated in a dimly lit room under constant lighting
conditions. They were presented with a grey CRT screen
on which handwritten word images appeared with an in-
tensity (luminance) just above the background level. The
distance of the eyes to the monitor was constrained to 50
cm by a horizontal string in front of the face, stretched
below eye-height at the border of the table on which the
monitor was placed, to prevent subjects from leaning
forward to the screen.

Care was taken such that words were rendered with a
low luminance at the beginning of a trial such that they
were illegible. By clicking on a location on the screen
with the mouse pointer, subjects could light up an area
with a luminance curve which radially tapers off towards
the grey background level. The effect is a bell-shaped
function of intensity which only affects the handwritten
trace, not the background. The luminance effect of a
click has a view angle of about 0.6 degrees, the maximum
horizontal view angle of words presented on the screen
is 18 degrees.

Figure 3 shows a word which appears in a central
window of the screen. The word which is written is pop-
corn and several clicks have already been made.

Fig. 3. A word in the central window of the experimental en-
vironment: popcorn. Several clicks have been made, to make
the word more visible.

Subjects were asked to write down the correct word
as soon as possible, with a minimum of clicks during
the reading process. Subjects operated under time pres-
sure to prevent too much conscious reasoning from tak-
ing place. In this way it is expected that it is mainly the
perceptual process which plays a role in the word clas-
sification. To further enhance the difficulty of the task,

words with a low frequency of occurrence in normal writ-
ten language are used. The word list contains all letters
of the alphabet and has been designed to cover as much
digrams as possible. The word list is bilingual (English,
Dutch). It was on-line recorded with an electronic paper
device (Wacom PL100V), with a sampling rate of 100
Hz (resolution 1/50 mm, accuracy 0.1 mm). Connected-
cursive handwriting by ten different writers was used to
ensure the presence of a wide range of cursive styles.

3 Analysis

The time t (in ms) of the moments of clicking during a
trial, and the XY coordinates of the points of clicking (in
mm) are stored. The on-line recorded words have been
annotated at the character level, such that for each click,
the nearest letter in the stimulus word could be deter-
mined. The following dependent variables were studied:
vertical position of clicks in a letter with respect to the
handwriting baseline, normalized number of clicks per
letter, and the number of clicks per letter position in
words.

Each letter in the lexicon was labeled by hand and
divided into different allograph-groups. For each group
we generated an allograph prototype, on which the click-
density pattern could be projected. In order to achieve
this, the allograph replications were normalized to a fixed
origin and a root mean square (r.m.s.) radius of one,
applying the same transformation to the XY values of
the corresponding clicks. This latter procedure allows
for the detection of singularities or points of interest to
a human reader.

4 Results

After the experiment, the subjects were asked to read
the words in normal image conditions with clearly visi-
ble script. In the dimmed condition, the recognition rate
after enhancing features by clicking is 62.4%, whereas
in normal visibility, the human word recognition rate is
87.9%, similar to what has been found elsewhere [10] re-
cently. Note that the latter performance is obtained after
exposure to the words of the lexicon. These findings in-
dicate that this was not a trivial task for the human
readers.

Figure 4 shows the vertical position Y of the clicks
on lower-case letters, taking the handwriting baseline
as zero. The values are sorted in order of increasing Y ,
yielding the given distribution of letters on the horizon-
tal axis. As can be seen, the letters with descenders are
concentrated on the left, the small, corpus-sized letters
are in the middle, whereas the letters containing an as-
cender are on the right of the distribution. The <f>,
which in most cursive writers has both a descender and
an ascender stroke in cursive handwriting is located be-
tween corpus-sized letters (most hits were in the middle
zone of this letter).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of average number of
clicks on a letter for the lower-case letters of the alpha-
bet. Note that the number of clicks on each letter has
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Fig. 4. Average vertical click position. Yclick in [mm] per
letter, sorted in ascending order. There are three zones: de-
scenders (left), corpus-sized letters (middle), and ascender
letters, which appear to cluster on the right side. The base-
line is located at zero mm. Note the negative click positions
for descenders, and the discrete jump between the Yclick val-
ues of v and d at a height of about 1 mm.

been normalized by dividing the number of clicks on a
letter i by the number of times this letter i appears in
the word list. This normalization is necessary to allow
for a comparison of the click density between letters.

The list of letters shown on the x-axis in figure 5 is
sorted in increasing number of elicited clicks. The aver-
age normalized number of clicks on corpus-sized letters
(aceimnorsuvwxz) is 10.6, whereas the average number
of clicks on ascender/descender letters (bdfghjklpqty) is
12.8, which is statistically significant (t test, p < 0.05).
As can be seen, there is a concentration of letters repre-
senting vowels on the left.
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Fig. 5. Normalized number of clicks on each letter. Note the
concentration of vowels on the left.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of clicks over the word
pattern, from letter −N/2 to N/2, where different curves
are shown for words of four up to 10 characters. Most
’clicks’ are on the first and last letters of the word. There
is no significant difference in the distribution of clicks
between the first and second half of the word.
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Fig. 6. Relative clicking frequency per letter position in
words (0 represents the word center), for words of four to
10 letters.

The number of elicited clicks is not a simple func-
tion of the amount of letter pixels, letter height or let-
ter width: Even when combined as predictors in a lin-
ear model, these variables explain only 40% of the vari-
ance in the number of clicks. Furthermore, it was checked
whether the first and last letter elicited a higher ’clicking
rate’ due to a strategy effect: It is possible that the hu-
man readers only click on the first and last letter in order
to locate the beginning and end of a word in the early
stage of this ’reading’ process, followed by a few clicks
in the middle of a word. Inspecting the distribution of
clicks on the word over time, however, we find clear indi-
cations that the subjects enhance the luminance of word
section by clicking on the words, proceeding from the
spatial left to the right in time (Figure 7), apparently
increasing the number of clicks at the tail of a word.

Detailed analyses of the click density pattern reveals
the actual distribution of clicks within allographs. In fig-
ure 8 are five examples of the kind of results we obtained.
The allographs jI, lI and yI all three have comparable
loop shapes, yet we see in the figure that the subjects
have indicated different points of interest. For jI and lI,
the crossing seems most important, but for yI the sharp
edge is more important (more clicked on) than the cross-
ing. Allographs aI and aIII are both examples where
clear features emerge from the clicking densities: Allo-
graph aI shows the importance of vertical strokes, aIII
the importance of high-curvature points (note that the
allographs are cut out of their word context in these fig-
ures). To get a good impression of the densities, it may
be required to look at this figure from some distance.
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Fig. 7. Average sequence number (rank order in time) of the
feature-exposing clicks during the word-reading trial period,
as a function of letter position in the word. The central letter
is at position 0. In general, the ’reading process’ proceeds left-
to-right in both space and time. A small exception are the
longer words, of which the first letter may be occasionally
missed, followed by an excursion to the left (cf. top-dotted
line, at point (-4,8)).

These examples of clear feature locations emerging from
the clicking density are assumed to play a role in the
selective-attention process and in the subsequent classi-
fication of the letters in the human reader.

5 Discussion

We have found that shape information (presence of as-
cenders and descenders) is important for recognition.
This is a confirmation of earlier work [5], which obtained
the same results with a completely different experiment.
Although this would seem natural to many researchers
in the area of automatic handwriting recognition, it is
very difficult to find similar clear signs of word contour
usage in the human reading of machine-font characters.
Furthermore, we found that characters representing the
vowels seem less important for recognition than conso-
nants. This can be due to the fact that vowel characters
do not contain many features which are essential for the
word recognition process, with its strong dependence on
the mental word lexicon: A word can often be read if
the vowels are left out (hndwrtng). Some languages, e.g.
Arabic, virtually omit the vowels in the script. Further-
more, it was found that both the first and last letter of
the word are very important for the recognition process.

The high clicking rate at the rightmost part of words
is an unexpected finding. Temporal data show that it
is not a fencing or detection strategy in the early ’read-
ing’ stage. It seems more likely that the subjects actually
need the last letter(s) for the word recognition process.
This observation is interesting, because during left-right
(LR) word search in character-hypothesis space by many
automatic recognizers it can be observed that the num-

(a) jI (13,194) (b) lI (57,583)

(c) yI (23,415)

(d) aI
(112,1276)

(e) aIII (14,121)

Fig. 8. Click distribution in allographs. The roman number
identifies the allograph. Frequency of occurrence (No) of the
allograph in the dataset and number of clicks (Nc) are given
as (No, Nc). <jI> and <lI>: these patterns show that the
crossing in a loop may attract the attention. In the pattern
obtained for <yI>, the clicking density is highest at the point
of high curvature at the top of the descending stroke. <aI>

is an example of high clicking density elicity by a downstroke
in this allograph. Finally, <aIII> reveals that points of high
curvature may attract the attention of the human reader.

ber of word hypotheses keeps growing steeply, only to ta-
per of to a smaller list of word hypotheses when the final,
rightmost letters are taken into account. It is likely that
in automatic handwriting recognition based on LR word
search, a sub-optimal dehooking process of the word tail
and an improper handling of trailing t-bar crossings and
<i> dots will have a disproportionate deteriorating ef-
fect on word recognition performance.

The results of the click-density patterns show that
our method of determining features by observing a paced-
down human reading process turned out surprisingly well.
On the one hand, the results confirm known phenomena,
such as the importance of vertical strokes [11] (for exam-
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ple allograph aI) and crossings (for example allographs
jI and lI). On the other hand, we also have found new
features which subjects seem to use for recognition. The
most important part of the writing curve seems to be
where the writing speed has reached a minimum and
curvature reaches a maximum[12]. Also, curled endings
of a final stroke often attract the attention of the reader’s
eye. Some handwriting recognition approaches make ex-
plicit use of the high-curvature points in handwriting
for segmenting the handwriting trace into velocity- or
curvature-based strokes [13].

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a new method for the determination
of letter features in cursive handwriting. The method not
only confirms already known phenomena such as the im-
portance of crossings and down-strokes, but also reveals
new information about important features. Although the
procedure is not guaranteed to represent the natural
reading process, it does convey information about the
strategies and features that an experienced human reader
uses to solve the task. Apart from using the proposed
method for determining important features in handwrit-
ing it may also be used for determining important fea-
tures in machine fonts and in images and pictures [14].
It is expected that the behavior of automatic handwrit-
ing recognition algorithms can be improved considerably
by using features which are similar to those used by the
human reader, especially if the algorithm itself is also
based on knowledge of human reading [15]. It is to be ex-
pected that the unavoidable errors made by such script
recognition systems will be ultimately less erratic and
counterintuitive to the users than is currently the case
in the behavior of handwriting recognition algorithms.
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